To:

SteveB, BiIIG

date: 3/519

¢c:

Bobmu, Bradsi, Jimall, Carls, Yarons, Russw

From:

Paul Maritz

Subject:

NT, O8/2, AND OTHER ISSUES

Attached are four related memo’s:
A.
B.
C.
D.

OS12 SUPPORT APPROACI-IF~ AND OPTIONS
PROPOSAL TO IMPLEMENT POW/NT
NT PRODUCT RELEASES - PHASING AND POSITIONING
IMPLEMENTING OSt2 & PM APPLICATIONS ON NT - BACKGROUND

They are baclqground for a meeting that we have scheduled on March 15th They cover
respectively the options and issues for supporting OSt’2 applications and customers
as we go forward on our "wiadows-centric" strategy, optiom to get what need* b~ done,
in what time-flames we could get them done, and how that affects our positioning of
various products and release~, and a previous memo for some high-level technical
background.
~, Brad,i, $ffnalL Carls - you only need read,~ecfion C (page 14), .
rest is optional.
.~-

A. OS/2 SUPPORT APPROACI-~S AND OPTIONS:
This memo i, some background on my thinking on what we can do to support
0S/’2 (including PM), as we move forward on our W’mdows-centric strategy.
I.

Bottomline:
Ther, is unfortanat~[y no "low cost" middle ground. Either:
(a) We have to build a long-term plan that allow~ a rea*otmble
mbset of PM-16 and PMo32 application~ to.rim ia a reasonably
integrated way on NT.
’
Or we have to publicly advi~e all amomer$ to makethe
(b)
switch from PM to Windov~ API"s as soon as possible, and
explicitly r~pudiate PM by .¢aying that MS h~,. no p[an~ for it
b~ond OS/2 2.0.
..
Unfortunately the altemativ~ ~ach a~ PMLO, WLO-32, et~ tither do
not really me~t the need~ of the key attdieac~ (¢mComer~ who have
invested in PM’), or rake long enough to do that they ar~ not re~lly
worth p~ing.

I recommend that we do (.) ~bov©, and the is~u. b~a~o=~ how t~ get it
done and in wlmt fimeframe. Below I comider the ~lternativ¢, and
¯ build up to the’concision above, and then consider how to get things
done.
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Who is the audience?
It is important to ask who is the audience for 0S/2:
the corporate customers with an existing commitment to the PM
APls,
the ISVs,
or IBM?
They are all important, so we must look at their respective views:
a.

The ISV’s
For those that have invested in Windows, they are basically
fine - they can use WLO if they need to target OS/2. The only
issue for these ISVs, is MS getting Win32 on Win4 and NT done
in a timely fashion.
For those that have invested in PM ~rst, they can and will
switch to Windows. So ISVs are not a major consideration.

b.

The corporate customers who have invested in OS/2 ,~ PM
application development:
These Would include people l~e Boeing, Liberty Mutual, Ro);nl
Bank of Canada, Commonwealth Bank, Goldman Sachs, etc.
These people believe they bought into OS/2 PM as an
architecture because they wanted: .
an "industrial strength OS" ("one with lots of
memory, real multi-tasking, mad connectivity") which
would have popular indu~tr/support,
AND in most cases because they were influenc..ed by
IBM.
Neither of these influences is going to go away:
They perceive Windows 3.0 as a "step backwards" in
the sense that the reason they went out on a limb and
became an early OS/2 & PM adopter, was because they
believed they needed an OS with "a real OS with real
multi-tasking and lots of memory".
They have, to varying degrees, invested time & effort
in rolling out and imstalling OS/2 based system.~, and
do not want to have to eat that invw..stoaeat in the
IBM is still in ~be aceouuts pitching O,5/2 as
"induslrial strength now, and getting better with
OS/2 2.0", ¯
Finally there is the "EE" component for some of these
aeeotmts (Royal bank, US Post Ofl~¢e, CI.A,
Whatever path forward is offered for these folk, EE
has to be token into account.
Thus we could possibly offer the following "products" to
these ac,~otmts:
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1.

PMLW - a OS/’2 & PM-16 layer for Windows 3.x:
This is the idea of an OSJ2 16bit !ayer on Windows
3.x. It would use some aspects of’the current
"davidw" OS/’2 16bit base mapping layer, and a
"Holeport" to map down onto the Windows GDl/User
(basically it would include most of PM sitting on
top/along side Win GDI/User).
I think this approach has several severe drawbacks:
the PM part is hard to do o would take us at
least 18-24 mouthz to do (ie. it would ship
in 1993). This would mean that if it is done
at all it should be done with Win4 and/or NT
in mind.
I dun’t think the majority of customers would
want it - it would be perceived as either a
step backward ("not real multitasking etc"),
a perception which would be reinforced by
IBM. If they are to switch at all, they would
probably start looking at other here/now
solutions (ie. some variant of UNIX). This is
the Boeing/Go[dman Sac~ reaction, for
It does not address my of the EE customers as this would certain[), not host
The real value of PML, W wouId have been as a migration
path for ISVs IFF our path was a PM-centric path
(which was the prevailing strategy when we last
looked at this in the Dick I-Ianrahan era). It has
Limited appeal to the kind of corporate account that
has committed a.s an eaHy adopter of OS/2. Given the
timeframes in which we could get it done, it is not
worth doing.

2.

OS2BLW:
This is a subset of the above - the "davidw"
libraries that map the base OS/2 API’s and VIO API’s.
Uaforttmatcly these don’t help most of the corporate
cnstome~.(no PM support), rt probably actually helps
ISVs most who had VIO apps, but ISVs are not our
problem. It would not however benefit server ISVs as
DOS/W’mdows 3.0 cannot function as a server.

3.
This would allow ~m-32 progyams to run on 0S/2 2.0.
More likely it would allow some subset of WhO2
programs to run - how large the subset would be would
be dependent upon what functionality we could get IBM
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to put in PM on 0S/’2 2.0. They would definitely be
some loss of functionality though - eg. input queuing
would not be de-synchronized which could lead to some
problems as Win32 apps will be written to the async.
model. Other issues would be:
GDI enhancements (eg. corre|at~ons)
Unicode
Again this would be a substantial amount of effort,
certainly in the "24 month" elapsed time range. These
"mapping layers" are hard to do - the "devil is in
the details". It would have to lag the development of
the NT Win32 code as we would be pulling sections out
of that code body to do this. Development would have
to be coordinated with OS/2 2,0 PM enhancements.
How would the customers view this?
It would probably not change the view much of
what they are doing today -ie. given the
timeframes for WL0-32, they would still be
basically confronted with a choice ofnsing
Win-l 6 today (either on Windows or OS/2 with
WLO-16) or PM-16.
tf they elect to make switch to WLO-16 t’me, but if they elect to continue
developing and deploying their PM based apps,
then the major benef’as of WLO-32 on OS/2 2.0
that would accrue are:
they still have to convert from PM to
Win-32 API’s, but do not have to
switch out their operating system to
do this. The major benefit here is
probably that they can continue to
get access to EE supporL
t~ey can (maybe) get access to ISV
developed Win32 applications - this
will depend on how. many restrictions
W’LO-32 imposes on an ISV, and our
success in evangelizing iL If OS/2
sales remain low, it will be
increasingly tough to persuade ISVs
to co~ider it worthwhile.
The net is that I consider this from a customer
perslx~ive to be inadequate, mainly for timing
reasons - it would be done too late.
4.

0S/2 & PM support on NT/Win32 ("POW/NT"):
The idea here is to run OS/2 PM applications under NT
via subsystem extensions. There are four incremental
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levels of support:
(i)

OS/2 32bit Base calls:
This is not a lot of work -probabiy approx 2
additional man-years of development given
what we have now, and could get done in the
1992 timeframe.

(ii)

OS/2 32bit Base & PM calis in separate screen
group:
This is a substantial amount of work, but
given that IBM does not make major
"erthancements" to the PM APt"s, this could be
done with approx. 20 man years of work, and
could get done in the "later 1993" tkneframe.
It would leverage fair amounts of work
already done. Note that there would still be
restrictions on these applications to be
"clean" - ie. no OS/2 2.0 device driver
dependencies, etc.

(iii)

OS/2 32 Base & PM calls and "clean" OS/2 Base
and PM 16"bit applications - still in separate
screen group:
Provided we place some restrictions on 16bit
OS/2 apps (no mixed 16/32 bit code, no ring 2
code, etc.), we could probably support these
applications with a "modest" additional
effort and in same general timeframe.

(iv)

As above, but sharing the same screen group:
This would allow OS/2 PM applications to run
in a window and allow for much more seamless
integration between Winl6, Win 32
applications and OS/’2 applications on NT.
However this would requh’~ substantial
additional work. How much is not clear, but I
intend to charter some work to think this

through.
In essence thes~ four steps amount to "PMLW" for, NT/W’m32 - a little
more detail is given in a previous memo (attached).
What would customers think2 The pro’s/con’s are:
Pro:
This would d(~f’mitely prot~t that customers
investment best in the long term - they can:
move both their applications and the
users forward to the ultimate
technology base (NT) with it~
benefits (ISV support, security,
etc.), without large re-enghleering
of the applications.

continue to deploy in the int-’rim on
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0S/2 l.x and 2.x.
provided IBM por~s EE in the same

general timeframe, they can continue
to use EE services.
Con:

to be really meaningful, one has to
ultimately do all "four" levels of
support for OS/’2 apps on NT (base, PM
16 & 32, share same screen groups) it

is likely to be relatively far out in
time (’"94" ?). This means that
customer~ who have committed to OS/2
& PM, may have to rely on WLO- 16 to
get access to mainstream ISV work for
some time.
If IBM elects not to port EE to NT,
then EE customers are still
handicapped.

5.

Migration Tools from 03/2 & PM 16 bit to Win32:
This a potentially useful solution in that our real
problem is corporate developed applications, rather
than ISV developed applications (ISVs will cover beth
Win and PM). However, it is not clear that a tool can
ever be more than an aid in conversion - it cannot b¢
done automatically. Thus a corporate developer would
have to do significant work to get his app up and
running under Win32, they will not be able to keep
running older PM applications. This is not a sa-ong
story to tell - and will not b~ received as an adequat~ solution
by the likes of Boeing (for instance).
On the other hand, independent of what else we will
be doing, some people will elect t~ switch fi-om PM to
Win interfaces and we should endeavour to support
them with tools.

c.

IBM
Wha~ will IBM waatq. This analysis presumes that IBM remains
on a PM-cca~’ic strategy.
IBM believes that the PM-32 interfaces are their swategic
interfaces, and wants to promote ~em.
Of the above "product" options, IBM will most likely react as
follows:
I.

PIVfLW:
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While they would be in favour of this, they would not
be that interested because:
it would support the PM-I6 interfaces
(althou~ I guess we could "thunk" in the
PM32 i~terfaces),
it would take too long to get done,
it would not run EE.
3.

WLO-32:
They would be in favour of this in that it would help
them promote OS/2 2.0 in advance of NT, but again the
timefrarne in which it could get done would lend them
to consider it insufficient.

4.

POW/NT:
They would be in favour of this, but only if we
committed to do all four levels (commit to suppon
16bit apps and run "integrated" in same screen
group).
The timeframes would probably "scare" IBM less than
it does us - given that they do not see NT being a
factor before 1993 - much beyond that though would
probably concern them. They may have some concern as
to which is the "primary" environment - Windows or
PM. In our view it i~ clearly Win that is t
pre-eminent, and the PM support gets spliced in.

Migration Tools:
IBM will not be in favour of these, as they see the migration as going the
other way. Only if succeed in convincing them that Windows should be
the strategic API, will they look on these tools with favour.
in geaeral, IBM’s major i~sue is/will be their general
mistrust of our commitment to "OS/2 & PM". Clearly they are
statTmg their ’°insurance plans" - such as the PM port to AIX
that Httrsely is doing.

RECOMMENDATION:
(1)

We m~d to build a development plan to "POW/NT", and to plan on
over time doing all four levels. This will take 2-3 years to
complet*, in the interim we should start d~ciding what
"re~-ietions" we need to place on OS/2 16- and 32-bit
applications to enable them to port dirsetly to NT, and to
communicate this to corporations.

(2)

We should research and fund tools to aid in the conversion of
0S/2 & PM apps to Win api’s.

Our optio~ for doing so are considered below.

II.

How ?
a.

POW/NT:
We have two basic options:
(i)

Get IBM to do it.
They are the ones with the "strategic" interest in
PM API, will be extending it, and are maintaining a
conthauing investment it~ PM expertise.
To do so, we would still have to work cooperatively
with them, as we would have to agree on the "hooks"
or interfaces that would be needed to splice in the
"PM" support in our Win32 server on NT.
The downside is that it would mean that we would have
to renegotiate our contracts with them (as we would
want access to the work they do) and maybe have to
forgo the mo~es owed to us for doing this work.
Build a "new" team at MS to do it.
Basically most of the expertise at MS that can do this
work has been re-focussed onto implementing Windows
on NT, and/or Windows 4 on DOS. These are the higher
priority projects and these people are likely to be
tied up on these projects through the better part of
92, and probably 93.
So the problem becomes that of how to build
essentially a new team of people to do this, and
above all motivate them.
The proposal that I have on this is fairly
unorthodox, but it is the best that I have so far. I
will consider it in a separate memo.

(iii)

Use outside help
There.are not too many outside firms that know OS/2 and/or PM.
However, ther~ is the possibility of using Cttrix (the Boaa spin--off)
to do the "base" - DOScalls, VIO/KBD - work. They need ~ work
to help wamition their customers to NT, they have the expertise (any
one who was good at Boca is at Citrix) and the hunger.
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b.

Conversion Tools:
I believe that we should dedicate a program manager to
researching and contracting out tools that can be of use. I
will work with Bobmu to implement this.

B. PROPOSAL TO IMPLEMENT POW/NT:
As noted in my. other memo, if we make the decision (as I propose we do) that
MS ks to implement this support, the hard thing is getting it done.
What makes it hard is that we have re-deployed our PM expertize onto other
projects: Scottlu, Chuckwh & company are working on the Win32 subsystem for
NT, Nielk is working on AFX, Bens & company are working on Win4, Stevewo is
working on NT itself etc. Given our "Windows-centric" strategy is makes sense
to have these folk so deployed, quite apart from the di~culty of persuading
them to come back and work on PM. The residual expertise that we have in the
PM area is on the "WLO" team, so it is possible that we can pull some folk
fi’om there - but there too there is a general feeling that people want to
move on and work on something "new". We are going to have a hard time
motivating p~ople to continue working on OS/2 related topics when it is not
viewed as being at the centre of the companies slrategy.
Thus in an effort to think though how we can get this work done, I have come
up with the following:
I.

OS/’2 Base Support:
I have opened discussion with Ed lacobucci at Citrix. We have briefed
hhn on our strategy and NT. He loves NT, and is a proponent of moving
their multi-user subsystem to NT. They have approx. 20 developers
from the IBM Boca lab and know the OSt2 Base system very well. They
have actually done a pretty reasonable job of turning OS/2 1.21 into
a multi-user system - they’ve re-implemented the session manager,
re-implemented parts of VIO/KBD, integrated security into the system.
The result is that they am selling what they position as a
"multi-user DOS-like system" (as opposed to UNIX like) that installs
from 4 diskettes, and on a 486/33 with 12MB RAM can comfortably
~pport 32-64 users. Th~B’ believe that they have to go to OS/2 2.0 to
gat MVDM support (they will not usa any other features), but beyond
that Ed wants them to mova to biT asap.
Ed would like to (i) work with us to get the support they need to
allow their customers to migrate to hiT, (it’) do some of the work ff
that is appropriate.
I believe the only issue here would be $%. Citrix will run out of
cash in June, and will need to have us finance their work either
directly or indirectly. Given their natural desir~ to avoid f~d~er
dilution, we can probably drive a reasonable deal with them - and
still have the option to take some oft.he company if we chose.
Bobkr is doing some basic due diligence on the business side of
them.
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I believe (not substantiated by a detailed plan) that if we worked
with Ci~x v,e could get an 16bit (restricted) & 32bit Base Subsystem
outon NT in 1992.
A further benefit is that Citrix wilt want to sell NT as a packaged
product (as they do OS/2 1.21 today!), and will work with us to get
good device coverage.
2.

PM Support:
This is the hard one. We have to build this expertise ourseIves.
The proposal I have is to utilize a core of the ex-palziate Israeli
contingent we have here (Yarons, Avin, and possibly others: eg.
Gilado, Yuvaln), and who want to return to Israel. Yarons has
knowfedge of OS/’2, and Avin has been the leading figure on WLO where
he has developed a good overview of the problems of splicing Windows
in PM and actually making it work.
The idea is to form a core of capable people who are motivated to do
the work and let them take on the project. The core (3-4 persons)
would start the work here ha Redmond, and then move it back to
Israel, adding another 6-7 ~n Israe! to build up to a team of 10-12
people.
Benefits of this approach:
(i)

It is a way to build a core of good people who are motivated
to get the work done, and will not feel like "second class
citizens".

(ii)

Israel has a surplus of qualified people that can
form a tong term asset to the company. Other U.S. companies
(-mtel, Motorola, DEC, Na~onal Semi, IBM) have been
successful at building R&D centres there. Soviet emigration
is dramatically increasing the pool of numerically literate
person~.

(iii)

While the long-term costa of employing a developer there are
roughly the same as the U.S. (we forger that the U.S. has
become a relatively "low wage" economy for developed
countries), the Israeli government and/or other foundations
will offset 40-60% of costs for th~ first s~veral years.

(iv)

Good people - the experience at lnt~l and other companies is
that the Israeli’s o.re generally ra:ed higher than average.
This is mainly because companies can be more selective in
hiring, but also because the Israeli recruits tend have had
broader experience (eg. most of then have spent several years
in the military). The education system is also generally
good. ’
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(v)

Good communications infrastructure - it is practical to rent
dedicated 56KB and 1 ~ lines.

(vi)

The best way to start a remote development presence is to
first form a core team that knows the parent culture, has a
clear mission, and then let them run their own day!day
activities. We are in a position to do this.

Downsides:
(i)

Remote development is never as easy on being on-site.

(ii)

Atthough we could build a good team, we will be building a
new team (adds to time) - but [ believe that we have to do
this whatever we do if we are to do it at all.

(iii)

Do we want to have a long-term presence in that part of the
world? While Israel is not a substitut~ for a European
development centre in terms of political points, [ am
confident that it would be a long-term asset to the company.
What about SCUD missiles, ere? This is hard to quantify, and
certainly we should not put all of our marbles into the
basket, but other companies (eg. Int~l) have certainly
considered it to be a good move for them.

If we decide to proceed on this tack, then the next steps would be
to:

form the core team, and get started here in Redmond (I have
had Yarons and Avin doing preliminary work - they will
present on 3/15).
get help from MS Intl LegaFFinanc~ and contact Israeli
government to get set in Israel. Get best deal we can on
subsidies, ere.
get authorization to start initial recruiting in Israel to
augment core team so that we can hit the ground there running
in the fall.
C. NIT PRODUCT RELEASES - PHASING AND POSITIONING
Below is what I think to be possible/desirable as we phase NT into our
product line.
I.

PRODUCT RELEASES
1.

NT Product 1
Tkneframe: Mid’92 delivery

This product has the following basic functionality:
Win 3.! compatible UI
Win32 API
LM 2.x client and server support
rur~ on MIPS bJw (MS and probably Compaq if~ey are
different), and cn Compaq 486 systems.
we are shooting to support DOS/Win 16 applications,
but this is currently not ftrm as we have not
closed scheduies.
This system will NOT:
support OS/’2 applications - either base or PM.
it will have the POSIX API, but not a general UNIX
environment.
The net is that this system will have a couple of roles:
establish our presence on the MIPS platform
serve as a Win32 development platform.
[n the absence of Win32 applications and DOS/Winl6 support
one might a~k why ship this r~lease. I believe it is
important to do so for the following reason. Given that one
of our greatest exposures right now i~ that people conclude
that OS,’2 is too confused, and Windows not robust enough, and
thus decide to go to some form of UNIX - I believe that it is
critical that we get a stable, robust development platform
for Win32 out as soon as possible. In a certain sense one
could claim that we should view the above release a~ simpIy
the next in a series of"deveIopers Idts", however I believe
for internal and external reasons we should positian it as a
product. It motivates us internally to achieve higher
quality, and our "competition" (SCO/ODT) will be calling
their release a product - even though they will be in a
similar position. However we may very well position NT
Product 1 as a release for "corporate developers" to enable
then to develop, test, deploy on limited set of h/w, and
generally get ready for Win4. We can s~ll it to those who
would otherwise go to UNIX. For this reason I would probably
make NT Product 1 available on both MIPS and "486" systems.
The challenge will be to keep this release foeusfe..d and
unambitious, so that we can get it done and do the next
release six month~ later.
What will we call this release? In particular, what will we
announce on April 9th at the Gibraltar announcement? I delay
this question for later - we neexl to look at the other steps
f’~L
2.

NT Product 2:
Timeframe:

Late’92, early’93
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The basic function of this release would be to:
sync up with Windows 4
sync up with LM 3.0 (indeed, per jimal[, parts of LM 3.0 may well
become part of the product, as we move away from the
current NBU model)
include DOS/Winl6 support if not there already
provide the platform coverage necessary for replacing
0S/2 1.3, 2.0 as our primary distributed
system/server:
I aI~;o postulate that we could include OS/2 base
I6&32 bit support, but not yet PM support in this
timefi’ame.
3.

NT Product 3:
Timeframe:

Late’93, early 94

I postulate that this would be the release in which we can
pick up PM support, ie. this would be the release that we
call OS/’2 3.0.
This may/may not be the release in which we also syno up with
"Windows 5" (IAYF).
We could probably also in this time, have arranged to have a
reasonable quality UNIX environment available on NT - best
candidate to do this is OSF itself.

II.

NAMING AND POSITIONING:
¯ Thus a summary, of our likely product releases is as
follows:
Product T’tmefi-ame

Possible Positioning(s)

Win 3.1

Q3,91

Better Windows 3.0

NT Prod 1

Q2’92

(i) Windows on MIPS
(ii) Development platform for
people who need industrial
strength Windows "now"

Win 4.0

Q 1’93

(i) The "univ~l client"
or "Windows for networks" =
ie. still be the corporate
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mass market desktop OS.
(ii) maybe, [AYF "release I"
(ie. some IAYF like features)
NT Product 2

Q 1’93

(i) Windows for KISC and MP,
(ii) Secure Windows
(iii) Windows for Servers and
Server Apps
(iv) Distributed Windows

Win 4.1/5.0

Q1’94

IAYF Windows?

NT Product 3

QI’94

(i) W’mdows for RISC and MP
(ii) Distributed Windows
(iii) OSt2 3.0?
(iv) Mother of all OS’s:
Windows
OS/2

How should we announce and name things then?
The basic issue is should we have a fourth name apart from plain
"DOS", "Windows, and "0S/2". The candidates for the fourth name being
either "Advanced VC’mdows", ’qqT/W’mdows", "MIPS/Windows"~
"Distributed/Windows", etc.
If one accepts the above roll-~ut schedule, then one has to have a
fourth name for things NT, as whatever we could call "OS/2 3.0" and not have IBM
flatly repudiate it, is too far out in time.
The pro’s/con’s of the various names are:
"Advanced Windows":
Pro:
Con:

sexy, hi-teeh sound, positions it as a "UNIX
competitor~’.
"Well in what way is it advanced, that
Windows 3.0 is not, and W’mdows 4.0 will not
also mot~ threatening to OS/2.

"NT/Windows":
Pro:

complements DOS/W’mdows, helps describe what
it is.
"NT" is ~g to build its own "identity"
allows for other ’q~rl~’ position~ngs - eg.
NT/UNIX, NT/OS2
doesn’t denigrate regular VC’mdows as "not
his 503.5042
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being advanced"
maybe slightly less threatening to 0S/2 - we
can claim that it merely describes technology
:hat we are using, which will also be used to
bet~efit OS/2.
Con:
"MIPSAVindo~vs":
Pro:

Con:
"Distributed Windows"
Pro: Con:

NT by itself doesn’t have broad meaning,
identity - introduces another concept.
ties it directly to particular b./w platform easy to position, leaves regular Windows and
0S/2 more or less alone.
t:,es it directly to the MIPS platform, what
would we call NT when shipped on x867
sexy, high tech.
establishes long term "distributed" identity for NT
for initial releases "how is it distributed?"
"you mean Windows in not distributed?"
everything is "distributed" these days.

On balance, I recommend we use NT/W~mdows.

IlL

GIBRALTAR ANNOUNCEMENT:
I recommend that we thus make the following announcement with DEC,
Compaq, SCO, MIPS on 4/9:
"Microsoft will be providing NT/W’mdows for the standard MIPS
platform.
NT/Windows is full 32bit, portable implementation of the Windows
environment, with such advanced features az security,
multi-threading, pre-emptive multi-tasking, high-performance and
robust UO, and multSprucessor support.
NTAVindows fi the ftrst product from MicrosoR to use the NT
operating system foundation technology. MicrosoR expects the NT
technology to be used in future products, including 0S/3 version 3.0
the version of OS/2 which will enable both Window application
programs and OS/2 application programsto be run.
It is our expectation that a customer
purchasing NT/W’mdows will be able to upgrade to OS/2 3.0, and
preserve all his investment. Similarly a customer upgrading from OSt2
2.0, will be able to preserve his applications inve~ment~
NT/~indows is the fast product that will implement the 32bit version
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of the Windows application programming interfaces. These interfaces
have been designed to inherit the wealth of software being developed
under the current version of Windows, and allow this investment to be
leveraged forward to new capabilities - including all the capabilities
needed to build robust client -server applications."
Sample Questions:
(1)

Where is IBM?
This is a MIPS-based announcement, and MS believes that the
MIPS architecture, by virtue of its support from companies
like DEC and Compaq, will play an important role in the PC
industry. IBM has a different RISC strategy. You should
direct your question to them.

(2)

Lsn’t this open war with IBM?
MS believes that we are in the business of providing industry
standard operating system on open hiw platforms - this
platform meets that test. IBM understands this.

(3)

Why did you elect to first implement the Windows API’s and
not the PM API’s?
The ISVs have voted with their feet - application programs
are getting written to the Windows API’s, we have to provide
ISVs a way to leverage their investment - this announcement
is an example of MS responding to that need. However our
intention is to offer customers of NT/W’mdows the ability to
upgrade to OS/23.0. Similarly, we expect OS/2 l.x and 2.x enstomers
to upgrade to 0S/23.0.

(4)

Will you make NT/Windows available on the x867
Yes, but targetted as a "developer’s release".
It will initially appeal mainly to corporate
developers who wish to avail themselves of the Win32
environment. We do not expect it to surplant DOS/Windows
either in the short or the medium term. It will complement
it.

(5)

Why OS/2 then?
Microsoft realizes the reality that there are customers with
strategic commitmentn to both the Windows and the OS/2
environments. It is our goal to put no technical barriers in
the path of either of these customer sets, and to ultimately
unite them both using the NT technology.
In the meantime there are compelling reason for customers to
support OS/2 toady - it is the platform that carries the SAA
API’s, and it is the platform on which MS and others are
1.IS 50:1.5044
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building up the Ia~gest repetoire of server applications in
¯ the industry. The applications will come over onto the NT
base.

(6)

If MIPS, then why not SPARC?
Although our operating systems technology is now portable, MS
is not in the business for porting for porting’s sake. The
M.IPS platform i.s one which is supported by two key parmers
of MS - Compaq and DEC, who have chosen to develope a
platform standard that makes it easy for us to port our s,’w
to, and which is based on an excellent processortechnology
from MIP$. For these reasons, we believe it will be
successful, and we need to be there to all our corporate
customers to have an easy migration path if they need this
technology. Currently we do not see a compelling market need
to port to the SPARC - however, if we do see one then we will
support the SPARC.

(7)

Is this the f’u:st nail in coffm of the 386?
No, we have every reason to believe that Intel will ensure
that the x86 will remain competitive across the
pdce./performance range for most users. They have unsurpassed
semiconductor technology and will use it to keep the x86
competitive.

(8)

Well, why put Windows on any 1LISC processor at all?
Good question. The answer is that tile MIPS is also an
excellent processor with strong semiconductor backing. There
are some who believe that they will be able to scale this
architecture to very high performance levels - approaching
"super-~omputer" levels on the desktop. For this reason we
need to tm involved and assur~ people investing in Windows
that they will not be cut off from this avenue of i~novation.

(9)

IBM has announced that PM will be ported to AIX and the
RS6000. Will IBM port either NT/Windows and’or O8/2 3.0 to
the ILSt000?
They axe licensed to do so, but you should ask IBM what their
plans are.

(10)

Follow-up question - if IBM ia porting PM to AIX, and has
embraced DCE, and is investing in Patriot Partnea-s, se~ms
like the both MS and IBM are both abandoning O8/2 - what is going
on?
Both IBM and MS continue to invest large sums in O8/2.
Guglielmi has said thai "IBM will spend whatever it lak~".
We applaud that. For our part MS’s large LAN Man investments
are based on OS/2.
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The difference between IBM and MS is simply that MS believes
that in addition to providing a path forward for present OS/2
customers, MS has to provide a path forward for Windows
customers - this is not a priority for IBM. Likewise iBM
believes it has to provide a path forward for its AIX
customers, this is not a priority for MS.
(I I)

Is NT,rWindows mid-range or h.igh-end in you recent
classification?
We class NTAVindows by virtue of its focus on high
performance MIPS h/w, and the corporate developer, as being
"hig~.-end". It. does not compete with Windows 3.0 on the 386.

D, IMPLEMENTING OS/2 & PM APPLICATIONS ON NT - BACKGROUND
This is some short background on the issues of supporting OS/2
applications on NT.
The approach that we have outlined to IBM as our likely course of action is
to do the following, which will allow 32bit OS/2 (note that all OS/2 32bit
programs are "PM" applications, there is no 32bit VIO) programs to run in a
separat~ screen group on biT. This means that the user would flip I~tween a
screen with all his Windows applications, and a screen with his OS/2
applications. He would see a separate Shell in each screen group.

.

The plumbing supporting the above would consist of:
a "client library" which would be bound into the OS/2 application
program, and which would field HI OS/2 calls, and route them
wherever poss~le directly into the NT Executive, or if not possible,
to modules in the Windows32 server (see next point).
sev~’al additional modules which would be linked into the Windows.32
subsystem server (which is a process which houses modules supplying
services for the "Win32 Base", "Win32 (User) Window and Input
Management,, and "Win32 GDV or graphics). The additional OS/2
modules would comprise:
a. An OS/2 Base services module - which would supply services
for "base OS/2" functionality (semaphores, shard memory,
exceptions, etc). This code is fairly complete - it needs
about 2 more man-years to complete and test.
b.
An GPI module which would field PM graphics calls and then
map them down on the Window32 Graphics Engine, which resides
in the same address space. Sharing the graphics engine would
mean that we would not have separate display and print
drivers for W’mdows32 and OSt2. This module would be
primarily a Layer and would not be a "lot" of code.
o.
A "PM User" module which would provide window management and
input seawic~s, calling into the Windows32 Graphics Engine,
and the Windows32 User to get input events. This would b~
accomplished by eompleting the port of OS/2 2.0% PM User to
"C" and 32bits and adapting to call the Windows32 pieces.
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This work is basically complete, but has not been tested in
any way, and not adapted as would need be to work with the
Win32 services.
Completing the above items is probably in the region of 20 man-years
of development work, and probably 18-24months of elapsed time with
testing (my estimates). This assumes that we have a k~owledgeable
core of developers.
The issues with the above that IBM (and others) would like to see addressed
are:
Supporting 16bit 0S/2 applciations.
1.
Allowing Windows and PM applications to "share the glass" (ie. not
2.
run in separate screen groups), and share other facilities (eg.
clipboard, DDE?).
The quick discussion of items 1 and 2 is."
1.

Supporting 16bit applications.
The issues that cause us to shy away from supporting 16bit PM apps
-

apps with mixed 16/32bit code,
apps that run at ring 2 (done to gain IOPL),
apps that use private device drivers,
apps that make extensive use of device driver dependent
[OCTLs.

If we were to (as we have done for WLO apps - ie. Winl6 apps on OS/2
l.x/2.x, and for running under Wird2 on NT) define the concept of a
"clean" PM-t6 application (ie. one that does not do any of above),
then we could support these "clean" apps without undue hassle. This
would probably (I think) buy us the ground cover that Mikehal has
been asking for.
However, the hard part is that there is at least one significant
"application" that is not "clean" in the above sense, and which
affects others - that is IBM’s EE (mainly the Comln Manager). IBM
would need to port EE to NT (not~ because of device driver
differences, this is more than porting EE to "32bits"), and provide
16bit "reverse thunks" to enable PM-16 apps, that call EE services,
If we wanted to pick up 16bit VIO apps, we would probably have to
restrict this to xg6/xGA systems - as VIO has dependencies on that
architecture. The ~ would could actually be portable to RISC - we
could emulat~ 0S/2 16 apps in the same way as we plan for Winl6 apps
when on RISC.
2.

_

"Sharing the Glass"
This is hard, as it implies a restructtu-ing of the Window Management
Software. Irt essence the underlying Windows "window manager" has to
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offer interfaces that would aIlow one to layer the PM window manager on top.
This means significant changes to both the Windows and PM window managers.
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Jeff- I hope you were being facetious - "one of the easiest talks" - "60
minutes" to clear up all the confusion in the world, explain our relationship
with IBM, etc.
Actually in looking at the agenda, I am a little concerned that we coordinate
our messages, particularly between MS and the invited speakers (Amadeus and
Reuters). The message that I will be giving is "Windows-centric" in all
respects:
Windows is succes~ul
We are going to enhance, expand, re-inforce Windows to make it even
more successful, in every import market segment - laptop, desktop,
server, etc.

We are supporting OS/2 as a stepping stone to future versions of
Windows, not vice versa, ie.
- OS/2 ha~ the capabilities needed here and now t’or the server,

o but in the future we will support OS/2 as one of the capabilities
of NT, but no-one should be confused as to which API (ie. Windows) we
think the majority of app]icafions will get written to.
We know what IBM is doing and "wish them well", but we are quietly

sceptical thaf OS/2 2.0 will be a "better Windows than Windows".

Thus, [ am concerned that Amadeus and Reuters know this, and will not
refute/undermine it in some sense - eg. have Amadeus say ’~’es, we are using
0S/2 now because grmdows can’t hack it, and as for fl~e future, well we will
make a decision once IBM and MS have stopped fighting - and we have a UNIX
project underway to give us some insurance". This may be rezlity (7), but we
stur¢ as hell don’t want it said in public on our stage.
Have these aspects be£n thought thru? Have we briefed Amadeus, Reuters
adaquately, do we know what they are likely to say, etc?
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This piece of mail is occasioned by:
my reading your memo on the two h!w trends likely to have most impact
on MS (smaIl hand-held devices and HDTV’),
by my realization that in Robs’s h!w group we actually have some very
bright people (once again, as with [ntel and the i860, they are the
ones really debugging the R4000 - fortunately MIPS is smart enough to
realize this, and is operming up to us, and is now taking the
simulation models that Robs & co. developed and stitching mating them
with the other models that they have),
and thinking about the objections that Compaq has registered with
respect to MS making actual schematics (as opposed to speeificatiorts)
available to the industry.
The basic thought that I have is that on the one hand, it is very, very
useful to have "platform~ (ie. h!w and s/w) thinking be an integral part of
our approach - on the other hand it is not clear that the model that we want
to have is one where design everything 0ffw and s/w), and everyone else is
manufacturer only. On this latter point, Carls is going to prepare some
baekround on this to enable us to think through these issues clearly, and get
a decision that has a half life longer than a few weeks.
However, my own personal thinking is that we want to use the considerable
talent in the hardware group to help us pioneer "new platforms", examples
being the MIPS Jazz workstation, and a good MIPS multiprocessor design. But
once we have pioneered a platform, they should allow the platform
manufacturers to take the ball forward. I think MIPS can and will be capable
of serving the function of the licensor of technology andesigns to the
industry - they can elaborate Jazz, etc. We (MS) do not need to be doing
the elaboration.
$o what is the next platform beyond a MI~PS MP machine that needs to be
pioneered? Probably the hand-held devices that you refer to.
These hand-held devices probably embody design and manufacturing approaches
that Robs and his people are not familiar with (eg. packaging and power
management) - but there are probably system & s/w consideratio~ (like
putting a decent processor/memory complex on them) that are not fully
appreciated by the consumer electronics folk. So having our "platform" team
work with a consumer electronic firm(s?) on this would be probably a useful
thing to do. The point is however [ think we could learn a lot by taking a
"complete platform" approach - there would be lot of mutually beneficial
feedback by having ah/w & s/w team really push the state of the art.
The timing on this would be in late ’91 or early’92, we cart start break loose
people out of Robs’s group and maybe 1-2 O$ s/w people to start thinking
through the platform. As an aside, I think we need some se, nior OS people
starting to think thru the OS ~sues early on - we will need a light-weight,
portable kernel that can support as much of Win32 as possible, whe~er this
is some derivative of NT or not is an issue that needs thought. If we do not
staff it wi~ people with knowledge of NT, entropy will ensure that it is not
a derivative ofNT. BTW - NT is structured into a set of layers, the lowest
layer (the kernel) that exports basic synchronization primitives etc. to the
rest of the OS, is only 60KB of object code.
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So... this would mean that we have define the following pIatforms as the ones
that we MS will "pioneer" by doing a complete h/w and s/w implementation and
then in each case deciding hew to make the intellectual property, available:
I.
2.
3.

Jazz (MIPS w/s) -> xferred to MIPS with rights to sublicence
MIPS MP design -> xferred to MIPS with rights to sublicence
Hand-held

The issue ot’HDTV systems will [ think be a much longer term issue - HDTV is
dependent on an en~e industry infrastructm’e being developed - new
mansmission systems, new cabling, etc has to he put in place. It will come,
but it will take many years (>5) to become a marke[ reality. The hand-held
market though needs no infrastructure, with the right platform standards it
could be an explosive market - faster in growth and larger in absolute
numbers within a few years than "dekstop" systems,
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Addiffonal MS Questions/Answers:
I.

Is MS either designing, developing, manufacturing computer systems RISC or otherwise?
Answer:.
No, MS has no plans to enter the compiater systems business. We are
and always plan to be a software company.
[Stop here. If pressed further (eg. "But I saw ad in MS News for h/w
designer"), then]
We do have h!w engin~rs on our staff:
we have a thriving mouse & peripherals business, no new news
here, and
(ii)
we have designed prototype h/w platforms for internal
d~velopment and testing of our soRware where there is no
suitable system that we can purchase or obtain from an OEM.
It also ensures that we have skilled people who can give
input and advice to our OEM customers.

2.

When exactly will OS/2 3.0 ship:
We expect developers kits this year (199I). This is the only fwm
commitment that we can make, although clearly it is our goal to ship
final product as e~rly as we can.
If really pressed further, "when is your goal" - dearly we would
like to ship final product in 1992, but we will announc~ a date when
we have shipped the developers kits this year. One step at a time.

3.

What is more imporumt to you on NT: the PM API’s or the Windows
API’s? Will ship Windows on NT before PM?
While it possible to ship only Windows or only OS,t2 support on NT,
our goal is to ship both [.l’ust stick fast if pressed further].

4.

If OS/2 3.0 ships ia 1992, wont it compete with OS/’2 2.0?
No, the systems are complementary - they run the same apps. There
will no doubt be a period when the two co-exists. No major operating
system version is replaced overnight.

5.

What does OS/2 3.0 have that OS/2 2.0 won’t?
They will share a lot of capabilities, but os,r2 3.0 will:
be portable, ie. run on MIPS
run 32bit Windows applications when these are available
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offer muItiprocessor support, and security
run POSIX apps.
6.

Can’t IBM add all these to OS/’2 2.0?
Conceivably they could, but it would take a lot of time - beyond
1992, and why would they want to7

7.

What do you think of IBM’s plans to run Windows applications on OS/2
2.0, and make it "better Windows than Windows"7
We would be very pleased if IBM could do this, it would greatly
benefit those customers and vendors investing in Windows applications
- but this is not straightforward thing to do. We took a close look
at doing this in developing the WLO product, and realized that to
make a blanket compatibility statement is tall order. We would not
feel comfortable committing that this capability will bc in OS/2 2.0,
and if you ask them directly neither will IBM.

8.

Then why do you think you can do this on OS/2 3.0
Because we will be "building" Windows and PM side by side into the
product - 0S/2 3.0 is specifically allows this. One does not have to
laid onto of the other.

9.

But isn’t this what IBM is proposing to do with DPMI and Windows 3.0
on OSt2 2.0 - have PM and Windows side by side?
Possibly, but the hard thing is to make it appear integrated to the
user and not a "compatibility box" - this takes explicit OS support.

10.

IBM is telling me that they will "never" support OS/2 3.0, that it is
not the successor to OS/2.0
That is not our understanding. While we cannot make armouncemen~ on
IBM’s behalf, IBM stated with MS last September that we and IBM would
cooperate on a portable version of OS/2. IBM is fully licensed to
0S/2 3.0.
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I would like to "push the envelope" a little in terms of ISV endorsements,
private press releases. This is to ensure that people get the "Windows"
message, which otherwise gets lost. What I would like us to do is to hand out
a sheet that has the para~’aphs below on it, and the contact names of the
ISVs who have a~eed to speak to the press. Carnerortm~ossc!I beefed up,
dropped names fi’om the list today - the intent is to (i) get rabid Windows
fans, (i J) get ISVs who are representative of the broad mainstream - not just
UNIX’y (we want to position ourselves as "mainstream" vs. UNIX-is-a-niche),
(iii) who will not "darrm us with faint praise" (eg. Oracle, Lotus high
exec’s). The names we are tragetting are:
Confirmed:
Iris, Aldus, Wolff’am, Wolfram, Mgraphx, Symantec, Interleaf
Still to be confirmed:
Autodesk, Coret, Lotus/Ami, Precision, ParePlae¢
I am tempted to add Mike Maples - but we should not, it will provoke mor~
"hate reporthag".
We (all MS folk) would hand the sheet out, but it would not be pan of the
formal kit. I will take bunch with me to Europe.
Paragraphs that will head the contact names:

INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE VENDOR CONTACT NAMES
End-users purchase computers to run applications softwm’e. The two
largest bases applications software in the world are DOS applications
and Windows applications. Windows is also the fastest growing
segment, and is attracting the major share of effort by independent
software vendors today.
By its emphasis on compatibility with today’s PC world, the ACE
initiative, with its incIusion of OS~ 3.0, will benefit from this
investment. This is because o,f the ability of OS/’2 3.0 ability to run
both todays DOS and Windows 3.0 applications directly. In addition,
OSt2 3.0 will support future versions of Windows applications written
to an extended 32bit specification ("W’todows-32"), which will also be
supported in future versions of Windows on DOS.
Provided below are the names of vendors investing in W’mdows
applications softwar% and who have agr¢~ to provide comment on the
ACE initiatiw.
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